
From the transportation of goods,
to internal logistics ...
The Aerocom pneumatic tube system guide

Aerocom’s factory trained consultants have assisted in the design of pneumatic tube
systems for over 38 000 customers in over 70 countries. That expertise and experience 
is available to you. We encourage you to contact the Aerocom office, or distributor, in 
your area, for a free consultation and evaluation. Learn first-hand how Aerocom systems
can improve your internal logistics.
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your partner worldwide for pneumatic tube systems

Step One is calculating the profitability or return on
investment (ROI), an Aerocom pneumatic tube system
will generate. The formula is fairly simple. You will need
to establish the following:

1. Estimate the number of errands which could be per-
formed, instead, by an Aerocom pneumatic system.

2. Establish the time it currently takes to perfom the 
errand.

3. Determine the EU/$ per hour rate of the employees
currently carrying out these tasks.

n = number of errands/day
Z = time per errand in minutes
60 = conversion factor minutes into hours

An example:
Thirty times a day material has to be transported. Total
time en route (both directions) is ten minutes. The labor
rate is EU/$ 30 per hour.
In this case n x t : 60 = 30 x 10 : 60 = 5 hours per day.
This makes 1250 hours per year. This example uses an
assured 250 working days per year. Assuming that one
working hour costs EU/$ 30, it follows for this example
an annual cost saving of EU/$ 37.500.
There are other benefits to an Aerocom pneumatic tube
system that extend beyond the financial and labor
savings. Information is never lost, and always remains
confidential and secure.
Additionally, if ever something is forgotten, as opposed
to walking back, simply return the carrier and it can be
resent with the remaining information. Whether seeking
for improved productivity, reduced cost, increased pro-
fits, or all three, the formulas above make it easy to
determine the value an Aerocom pneumatic tube
system will provide.
The next step will be to establish tubing and carriers
sizes required for the transportation of your materials.

System:
Graphic display

System:
Power supply and control unit

Carrier:
Variations

Carrier:
Swivel cap

Blower Diverter

Dispatch tube Fire protection sleeve

Profitability/ROI calculation
AC 2

Aerocom’s basic system. Its 
simplicity and proven. Time-tested
technology make it the perfect
solution for basic point to point
applications.

AC 50
A compact system,
based on the same 
established technology as the
AC 2. It is microprocessor con-
trolled and expandable to up to
10 stations. The AC 50 offers the
added dimension of linking any
point within the system to any
other.

AC 1000

An intelligent, microprocessor
controlled system that can link up
to 99 stations. The AC 1000 offers
automatic departure. It provides
advanced placement and cueing
of a carrier while the system is in
use by others.

AC 3000
Aerocom’s most
advanced and ex-
pandable system.
The AC 3000 is a PC controlled
multi-zoned system. It offers trans-
action auditing, automatic dispatch,
and system diagnostics. With trans-
fer stations it can link up to 512
stations and up to 64 zones.

Which system fits best ?

Transfer area



3. The bend radius out of the table

tube carrier body bend
ø outside ø inside length radius
mm/inch mm/inch mm/inch mm/inch

110/4” 80/31/4” 245/91/2” 550/22”
72/23/4” 350/133/4” 650/26”
86/31/3” 220/81/2” 650/26”

160/6” 115/41/2” 330/13” 800/311/2”
115/41/2” 400/153/4” 1200/48”

200/8” 154/6” 350/133/4” 1250/48”
154/8” 420/161/2” 1250/48”

315/12” 240/91/2” 420/161/2” 1000/391/3”
240/91/2” 500/192/3” 1000/391/3”

Finding the carrier that fits your needs
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It’s easy and only takes a few minutes. The circles to the left represent the inside dia-
meters of standard Aerocom carriers. Their inside dimensions are 80, 115, 154 and 240
millimetres/31/4”, 41/2”, 6”, 91/2” inches. The carriers correspond with the industry stan-
dard tube diameters of 110, 160, 200 and 315 mm/4”, 6”, 8” and 12” inches.
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1. Determine the smallest circle into which your material
will fit.

In placing your material into the circle, it is of no conse-
quence whether it is horizontal, or vertical. It is only
essential to establish the smallest diameter into which
the material will fit. The length will be determined in the
steps to follow.

2. What carrier length is required? 

The possible carrier lengths are illustrated on the scale at
the bottom of the page. They range between 245 mm
and 500 mm. By placing the material on this scale, it is
possible to establish the minimum length of the carrier
that will be required. Just as in determining the mini-
mum radius, it is beneficial to attempt to utilize the
minimum length required. By reducing the carrier size
these minimum requirements, cost and installation con-
siderations are kept at a minimum, as well.
Tubing diameter and carrier length are the two dimen-
sions required to establish the minimum bend radius.
Keeping bend radii to a minimum aids in the integration
of the tubing into the more complex installations.

While the provided scales and measures illustrate stan-
dard tubing, bends and carriers, your Aerocom repre-
sentative is available to recommend any number of
custom solutions. With the tubing, bend radius and 
carrier, minimums established, the next objective is the
identification of the ideal Aerocom pneumatic tube
system.
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Components and accessories

Zone Transfer-area 
AC 3000

Three-way diverter Y-tube Dispatch tube (PVC-white, grey or clear,
stainless steel, aluminium or galvanized steel)

Carrier with insert
for blood samples

Carrier for 
nuclear medicine

Single-phase-blower Slide-gate

Cassa Simplex
dispatch

Cassa Special
dispatch

silencer Power Pack

Arrival Signals Receiving Basket
(lattice)

Receiving Basket
(steel)

Laboratory Station – 
(table of stainless steel)

160

110

110

160

110 110

160

110 160

315

200

160

The stations including tube diameter

OE-Station EH 1-Station Send and receive 
from below

Door-Station

Slide-Station DS-Station KSA-Station
(not AC 50)

Wall-mounted 
control-panel

EWS-Station
(end-station only)

Multi-Load-Station
(sending only)

Com-Station Premium-Station
(recessed)

Desk-Station UT-Station Mega-Station Giga-Station

your partner worldwide for pneumatic tube systems

The Aerocom pneumatic tube system guide

In this brochure you will be provided the component information and necessary criteria for
determining which Aerocom pneumatic tube system best meets your needs.With this step by
step guide, you can establish the benefits a pneumatic tube system will provide. Then, you can
begin to tailor a system to meet your specific requirements.
Step one: Within this guide you will be provided an easy means of calculating the benefits and
savings one of our systems will afford you.
Step two: Establishing the capacity requirements of the goods you wish to transport. This will
determine the system, tube and carrier size, that best meets your requirements.
Step three: Ascertain the components and system controls that will provide you the optimum
system for you application.

System
The system’s operations is quite simple. After choosing
the carrier’s destination, the carrier is put into the sending
station. At the receiving station, the carrier is automatical-
ly presented and can be removed from the system, and its
contents put to use. The system is now available for its 
next transmission. An Aerocom pneumatic tube system
provides you the most flexible, easy and efficient means of
transferring needed materials and information through-
out your facility.
Carrier
The Aerocom carrier is a durable, precision engineered
transportation receptacle. For over 20 years, the proven
design of its sturdy swivel cap has been a standard for
Aerocom. It is easy to handle, reliable and there’s a fit for
every application.
Blower 
Aerocom’s systems utilize blowers that produce both pres-
sure and vacuum. Pressure vs. vacuum is what determines
the direction the carrier will travel. The volume of air being
moved provides the drive that pushes, or pulls the carrier
at speeds of six to eight meters per second.
The diverter
Diverters act as a switching station that allows a carrier to
travel to its destination in the most direct path set up by
the diverters. Through this switching process, Aerocom

has the ability to create flexible multi-station systems that
make it possible for carriers to be sent from any one station
to any other. To manage each system’s complexities,
Aerocom has a variety of microprocessor controlled system
controllers, which provides the user easy destination selec-
tion and then determines the most efficient routing and
carrier transition for each transaction.
Dispatch tube
PVC tubing is the preferred material in approximately 95%
of today’s applications. PVC is lower in cost and offers a
range of other installation benefits. In some applications,
such as hospitals and other public facilities, the use of
high-grade steel tubing is specified. Steel tubing is more
expensive than its PVC equivalent.
Approximately 70% of today’s installations require inte-
gration into existing facilities and can run underground or
overhead, or in the false ceiling network several buildings
adjacent at on another.
Fire protection
Building codes and other area construction standards may
dictate a higher level of fire protection. Fire protection
sleeves, (according to DIN) will assist in compliance with
most fire protection codes and standards. By sealing her-
metically the areas of increased concern as specified, PVC
tubing may be an alternative.

General operation overview:




